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Abstract:In health care services, sentiment analysis is related to the diagnosis of the medical issues that can be 
recognized inpatients.  It deals with the opinions of the patients in perspective to build the policies and issues 

that may openly address their issues. Sentiment analysis is utilized in the commercial fields to large influence 

andis expanded to other real-time applications.Generally, the information gathered through sentiment analysis 

software that is capable to understand the aspects of the patients which require to have positive feedback. 

Sentiment analysis permits each individual in the health care organizations with the prospect to identify the 

normal experience of the patient that generates better medical benefits and improves the revenues.Also, the 

proposed work focused on sentiment analysis in the medical domain.  The DRIVE dataset is used to collect the 

pictures.Then, SIFT(Scale Invariant Transform) algorithm is developed for the extraction of the features. 

Moreover, the MFO(Moth Flame Optimization) algorithm is used for the selection of the features for the 

optimization process. After that, features are gathered at the desired location in the trained dataset. Hence, 
sentiment analysis in medical images includes blood and vessel medical images utilizing LDA(Linear 

Discriminant Analysis)classification technique. Experimental analysis has been done to enhance the 

performance rate using parameters like accuracy, sensitivity,specificity, recall and precision to attain the ratio 

of up to 98%. 

Keywords: Sentiment analysis, Scale Invariant Transform method, Optimization process, and Linear 

Discriminant Analysis classification.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the advancementoftechnology, individuals shared the problems online and receive advice through 

the views of different people. Generally, online information can be searched on different resources such as blogs 

and forums, social websites and so forth covering large themes [1] [2]. Moreover, the health-related blogs and 

forums when persons discussed the health problems, signs, diseases and medications and so forth. The 

involvement is related to health care organizations stayed, in the area is also shared in the form of the 

provisions, surroundings, approval and so forth [3]. It is valuable to the new persons to recognize from the 

experience about the decisions regarding the health, medication and selecting the health care organizations [4]. 
The data is also essential to health care organizations to recognize the patient's views. People share the data 

wrapped in their own opinions and feelings that are driving force of this kind of analysis. Sentiment analysis 

methods performed the job through an automatic process along with less and with the no-user provision [5]. 

Consequently, the sentiment analysis(SA) in health care is not a new phenomenon, but in the various health 

maintenance tweets, it has been searched that 40% of the data messages consistof some kind of opinions that 

may be positive or negative [6].Over the last few decades, SA (Sentiment analysis)which is also called opinion 

mining methods that been utilized for commercial yields. SA has gained reputation because people preferred to 

know about the sentiments before making the decisions [7]. SA has explored prevalent opinion designs and 

presents in a way that is simple to understand.  Generally, SA has been gained more attention in politics, 

maintenance, healthcare, stock market and so forth [8]. Medical SA has been used different applications for 

accessing the clinical records and in presenting an automated decision support scheme for the medical experts. It 
has been estimated that about 80% of internet users have discovered health-related topics according to the study 

conducted by Pew Internet and American Life Project [9].  More often, a large number of people surf the 

internet to discuss and searchfor their medical issues to doctors online [10]. With the marvelous quantity of the 

freely available medical textual data on the web, it is essential to connect the vital data. Though different 

methods exist to capture emotions in the generalized domain, the emotions are yet to expressed in medical 

descriptions that have not been examined [11]. Some of the challenges in medical SA are described:  creating 

the domain-specific sentiment-lexicon, recognizing emotions based on the backgrounds, modelingvarious 

aspects of the status patient [12].  
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Existing research explained a new method that depends on the combination of the advanced and small 

storage dimensions for capturing information and extracting the features through CNN.  Moreover, most of the 

researches proposed the sentiment analysis based on the LSTM and CNN technique. The accuracy rate was 
identified through experimental observations. 

The proposed approach has implemented usinga novel classification technique that is achieved for the 

appropriate classification with minimum error rates using feature optimization and classification which is having 

a significant role in medical diagnosis. The proposed results are having appropriate influences to overcome the 

issues coming in the traditional approaches. One of the main positive points of this proposed work is the novelty 

of the opinion mining in the medical field. Most of the work is done on natural language processing for 

analyzing the sentiments or opinions and very less work is done on processing the images in sentimental 

analysis in the medical applications. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Generalized Sentimental Analysis Flow 

 

Sections are described as: Section 1 described an overview of sentiment analysis in medical and 

healthcare applications. Section 2 presented a detailed study of the different surveyed papers. The various NLP 
challenges have been described in section 3. Then, Various algorithms named as SIFT, MFO and LDA 

algorithm has been explained in section 4. After that, the conclusion and future scope are given in section 5. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In this section, the survey of various papers has been done based on the methods, observations, 

parameters, and results.Lewis, S. M et al., 2014[13]presented research on the outcome fabrication of the lower-

cost metal wave-guide elements through direct machining along with end mill. This algorithm used a split block 

machine procedure along with the addition of the RF choke consequently parallel to waveguides. The choke 

highly decreases the coupling to the parasitic model of the parallel plate wave-guide presented by the splitting 

block.  This technique was represented loss as a minimum as 0.2 DB/cm AT 280 GHz for the copper wired 

wave-guide. It had been utilized in the fabrication of the 3 and 10 DB direct couplers in brass, representing the 
highest agreement with the pattern simulations ranges from 240 -260 GHz. This technique had adapted to the 

infrastructure with the characteristics of the arrangement of 200m.  Bui, N et al., 2016[14] introduced a new 

model to identify the historical causality of the sentiment dynamics in the CSN.  They constructed a probable 

calculation tree logic demonstration and related efficient infrastructure to demonstrate and motive about the 

modifications in sentiments of the desired posts in the thread above time.They utilized an estimation classifier 

prepared to utilize AI on a lot of posts which are physically labeled with notion marks to group posts as 

communicating either positive or negative outcomes.  They break down the probabilistic structure to distinguish 

all appearance for assessment change concerning the string originators in the CSN gathering and their centrality. 

They found that the assessment of answers appears to causally impact the notion of the string originator. The 

tests likewise showed that the ends are vigorous regarding the decision of the: 1) order limit of the notion 

classifier and 2) decision of the particular supposition classifier utilized. They additionally broaden the essential 

system for fleeting causality examination to fuse the vulnerability in the conditions of the probabilistic structure 
coming about because of the utilization of a defective state transducer (for our situation, the feeling classifier). 

The investigation of transient causality of CSN feeling elements offers new bits of knowledge that the creators, 

and arbitrators of an online network, for example, CSN, can use to encourage and upgrade the associations to 

all, the more likely meet the social help needs of the CSN members.Jung, K. S et al.,2017[15]familiarized the 

notion of using social sites to predict the changes in the health of an individual. They developed a novel 

technique that may present if the person has experienced weight loss by examining the text from the tweets of 

the person. Sentiment analysis (SA), the facts of the speech tagging, and classification were utilized in this 

approach. The approach was tested on the Twitter operator and better numerical accuracy was analyzed. The 

accomplishment of the algorithm selects the notion that must be explored to recognize another design and 

generate new algorithms for the group of the health modifications and medical issues, mainly those that were of 
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large interest to persons and industries.Khan, M. T et al.,2016[16] highlighted the value of the sentiments 

expressed through millions of patients about the illness, diagnosis, and treatments.The target of this research 

was to feature the significance of suppositions communicated by a large number of patients concerning their 
ailment, medicines, drug and so on. The ongoing progressions in equipment and advancements have made it 

conceivable to process the huge scope of getting ideasor information through programmed AI strategies. These 

methods perform substantial factual assessments to foresee conspicuous semantic examples. Using this data, the 

social insurance places and the administration service can make approaches as neededare to address these issues 

that would straightforwardly affect the majority of the applications. It engaged the patients to speak more loudly 

on their issues straightforwardly to the higher specialists without following any systems. Such input 

frameworks, in the opinion of the investigation,are as of now been utilized for administration, the college the 

executive's frameworks and so forth. The dataset having timestamp can be sorted dependent on availabilities 

while the examination is performed at each opening independently. This kind of examination uncovers a pattern 

of general feeling over some undefined time frame. It tends to be utilized to follow the presentation of a patient, 

instrument where the ones with dropping execution can be called attention to. Regularly individuals are tentative 
to new systems of treatment and it can follow the adjustment in the impression of individuals.Abualigah, L et 

al., 2019[17] proposed research on the methods of sentiment analysis in the medical domain. The main goal of 

this research was to focus on the significance of the sentiment analysis demonstrated bya heavy amount of 

patients about the disease, treatments, medical problems and so forth.   Moreover, they included the complete 

details in this research and future preferences.Graber, F et al., 2018[18]developed research on multiple tasks 

above drug reviews with information acquired by swarming online pharmacological review sites. They 

performed the sentiment analysis regardingcomplete satisfaction, side effects, and effectiveness of user 

comments on specific drugs. However, they investigated the transferability of the training classifier models 

between domains that are having situations and information resources.  In this research, they demonstrated that 

the transfer learning methods may be utilized to achieve similarities across domains and encouraging algorithm 

for the cross-domain SA (sentimental analysis).  In table 1, the investigation and survey on various aspects of 

medical SA (sentimental analysis) have been done along with benefits, techniques, and problems. 

 

Table1: Comparative Study of Advantages, Methods,and Issues Various Surveyed Papers. 
Author  Year  Technique Advantages  Issues Citation 

Lewis, S. M et al.,  2014 Direct Machining 

Fabrication Method 

Permit Direct Fabrication Limited Bandwidth [13] 

Bui, N et al.,  2016 CSN Bio-informatics - [14] 

Jung, K. S et al.,  2017 POS method Monitor and diagnose in 

Medical Field 

Large samples [15] 

Khan, M. T et al.,  2016 Machine learning  method Analyze medical documents Health-Related Issues. [16] 

Abualigah, L et al., 2019 CNN and Automatic 

Method 

Identify patient response Medical issues [17] 

Gräßer, F et al.,  2018 Cross-Domain And Data 

Learning 

Detect Polarity at Document 

And Sentence Level 

Loss Of Annotated 

Information 
[18] 

 

III. EXISTINGCHALLENGESIN OPINION MINING 

During the multiple fronts, the performance of the sentiment analysis is influenced due to computing 

challenges. Few of the challenges are specific to the kind of information whereas others are complex analysis 

[19]. Some of the common problems in processings are distinguished into four classes that depend on the level 

that are faced during the analysis which is described in table 2. Moreover, the document-level issues are 

interrelated to the review documents that have descriptions that are identified in blogs.Blog reviews permit the 

views that mainly shape into illustrations. These documents have the sentiments which are definite to the 

domain. Based on human psychology and modifications in natural language, people direct themselves 

differently. Opinion mining in terms of sentiment is a very delicate problem when individuals’ present fake 
emotions presented for encouraging and discouraging specific target objects [20]. There may be some 

assessment documents that are not related to any target. Inappropriately, there are persons and also corporations 

that are included in the sentiment classifications.Over and below the usage of definite sentiment gestures are 

also predictable as the content authors are not experts. However, shortening of words, regional slangs, and 

spelling mistakes are major faced issues in the classifications of the opinions. In the table , different sentiment 

levels have been explained [21]. 
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Table 2. Comparison table of various Sentiments-levels and NLP problem [10] 
 Analysis Level NLP Problem 

Time(when) Document-level Discuss, domain-specific emotion, writing styles, spam, and casual content 

Reason(why) Sentence-level Conditional, comparable,subjective, share emotion word. 

Process(How) Feature-level Group feature synonym, aspect-based observation, aspect pruning and 

stemming. 

Virtual(online) Lexicon-level Emotion word placement, linguistic regulation, double meaning words 

 

Also, the sentence level NLP issue is related to various kinds of sentences that are deliberated 

previously in the SA data area. Managing content from raw data is also a complex issue because of the presence 

of the word which may not always express conflicting sentiments polarity. For instance in a sentence as: “The 
service of the health organization AAA is not suitable”. In the given sentence NOT have a different meaning in 

“The service of the health organization AAA is not suitable because of the low cost”. During the identification 

of these sentences, it is essential to recognize the source of the emotion. When multiple targets are compared 

then, sentiment targets in the direction of every entity has to be recognized for accurate computation [22]. 

Additionally, feature level problems are related to various synonyms utilized for a similar sentiment target. For 

instance, words-pills is related to the similar target and sentiments used can be grouped and examined 

collectively. Correspondingly, sentiment words must also appear in different forms and restricted to their 

backgrounds to recognize them [23].  For instance, the emotions used for the inner of the health-care 

organization can be examined throughemotions such as beauty, beautiful, beautifully and so forth. Deciding the 

sense of word lexicon is another issue that is more inappropriate with a dictionary-based method when utilized 

in the domain that contains the domain-specific emotions. For instance: “ This tablet mainly provides relief for 

maximum time as compared to others”. But the maximum time is measured as the negative emotion for another 
target such as waiting for provision to benefit. 

 

IV. PROPOSED METHODS USING MEDICAL SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

In the proposed work the novelity is shown in terms of the hybridization of extraction and instance 

selection in using SIFT and moth flame optimization and the classification is performed using Linear 

Discriminant Anlaysis. Most of the work is done using text or natural language processings but very less work is 

done using image analysis for the efficient medical image sentiment analysis and opinion mining. The 

simulation tool used is MATLAB which is a strong technical computing tool for the performance analysis of the 

proposed work. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Porposed Flow Diagram 
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4.1 Texture Feature Extraction and Transformation using SIFT 

It is the feature detection approach that is utilized to identify and explain the local features of the picture. It is 

developed by David G. Lowe in 1994. It is robust to the change in illumination, rotation and picture zooming 
issues. Some of the stages of the SIFT: 

 

4.1.1 Create the scale-space:  

The Gaussian convolution is the single-core to identify the scale transformation. The scale space of the binary 

dimension picture is described as: 

L(y, z,  ) =  G (y, z,   ) x J (y,z) ………………………………..(i) 

In equation (i), G (y, z,  ) is the SIFT function.  Here G (y, z,  ) = 
 

     .                   /        is the area 

coordinate where    is known as scale-space coordinate. 

 

 
(i)                                                            (ii) 

Fig 3. (i) Building GaussianScale Space and (ii) Building DoG space 

 

In fig 3 (i). the initial picture is the second octave that is generated through the downsampling and the other is 

the last picture. Fig 3(ii) For the detection of the static features the Gaussian difference is scale space(DoG) is 
required as: 

D (y, z,  ) 

= ( G (y, z, k ) – G (y, z,  )) x  J(y,z) 

=L (y, z, k ) - (y, z,  )   ……………………………(ii) 

 

 

4.1.2 Scale Space Extrema Rate Point Recognition: 

For searching the extrema rate, the point in LOG scale space, every sample point must be analyzed to each 

adjacent fact.  In the given figure 4, each point may be detected must be comparable to 26 points to assure 

extreme rate in both scale space and two-dimensional picture space. 

 
Fig 4. Local Extreme detection in DoG scale space 

 

4.1.3. Define the Exact Extreme Value Point:  

The extreme data points are given in figure 4, and there is the presence of the maximum redundancy and non-

static points.Hence, it is essential to recognize the extreme data points that mainly affect the edge points.Hence, 

it becomes necessary to eliminate boundary points [25]. 

 

4.1.4Allocate the Position and Create the Detail of each Feature Points: 

Distribute the direction for every point using the equation: 

 

m(y,z) = 2   
     

    ……………………..(iii) 

 

  (y,z) = b tan 
   

  
         ………………………(iv) 
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   = 
                 

 
   ……………………….(v) 

 

   = 
                 

 
   ……………………..(vi) 

 

However, m(y,z) is the module of the vector and   (y,z) is the angle of the vector. 

 

4.1.5 Compute the Matching Degree of two Images: 

Calculate the Euclidean distanceof the binary feature-points [26]. The FP in image 1, receives the FP in image 2. 

When the proportionality of two distances is minimum than the desired threshold then accept the matching 

points. Mainly, the Euclidean distance of the binary N dimension features f(y) and f(z) is defined as: 
D(f(y),g(y )) 

=               
                

                     
  

                
  

    ……………………….(vii) 

Mathematical and Pseudo Code in SIFT : 

For complete octaves 

{ 

List key-point_list; 
For complete scales 

{ 

Convolve picture guassian  matching( ); 

Construct the DOG matching ( ); 

For every pixel q in picture 

{ 

If (key point (q) ) 

Key-point _list addition(q) 

} 

} 

For every pixel k.q in key-point picture 

{ 
Eliminate Features ( k q); 

} 

Down-sampling picture sample  

} 

 

4.2 Optimization Method using Instance Selection (MFOA) 

MFO is the naturally inspired optimization algorithm that depends on the moth's navigation methods in the night 

is called the transverse orientation [27]. The MFO approach remains to update the location of the moth and 

flames, whereas creating new locations unless the termination criteria satisfied. In the MFO algorithm, the 

various stages are classified as: 

 

4.2.1 Generation of the initialized population of the moth:  
Every moth is expected to store the location in the D dimension output space [28]. The group of the moths are 

expressed as: 

M = 

               

               

                

 

In the MFO algorithm, moths and flames demonstrate the outputs, with the moths finding the output area in 

every iteration to search the output and flames demonstrating the best output searched by every moth.Also, 
every moth finds the space around the flame and in every iteration, the best solution is searched. After that, the 

location of the flame is updated [29]. 

 

4.2.2 Updation of the location of the Moth:  

MFO used the three values to initialize the random location of the moths (J), moving the moths in output 

space(S) and dismiss the search operations(D). 

MFO = (J,S,D) …………………………………………..    (i) 
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Optimization Pseudo Code : 

Start  

Input parameters and data 

Input locations of moths and compute the fitness value 

While( end criteria is not satisfied ) 
Updating the amount of the flame 

OM =fitness value(M) 

If iteration =1 

F= arrange (M) 

OF= arrange (M) 

Else  

F =arrange (Mt – 1, Mt) 

OF =arrange (Mt – 1, Mt) 

Endif 

 For j  = 1:D 

Updating s and t 
Compute the D related to moth 

Updating M(j,k) related to moth 

End for k 

End for j 

End 

 

4.2.23 Updation of the amount of the Flames:  

To achieve the manipulation of the MFO algorithm, an equation (ii) is used to reduce the amount of the flames 

and moths only fly towards the best output in the final stage of the algorithm. 

Amount of the Flame = round  (N – m * 
   

 
  )  …………    (ii) 

 In the given equation (ii), j is the amount of the iterations, N is the amount of the flames, T is the highest 

amount of the iterations.  The reduction in the amount of the flames stables the survey and the use of the output 

space [30]. 
4.2.4. End Criteria:   

The elimination criteria identify that the algorithm is ended [31].  The suitable end criteria play an essential role 

to assure the updates of the algorithm. The amount of the iterations, enhancements and running time are the 

major end criteria for MFO. 

4.3 Classification Process using LDA Method  

 LDA is a linear discriminant analysis that emphasis on the extraction of the features and reduction of the 

dimensions.This technique mainly used in diverse application areas like as face detection, textual classification 

and micro-array classification of data [32]. In the LDA method, a classical approach is presented named as 

LDA. It is based on the binary stage, Initially, the increase in the separation among various classes. This stage is 

utilized freely as the dimension deduction approach. The diverse features of LDA are the minimum complexity. 

The other stage is addressing the problems in the class distance whereas storing the minimum time area 
complexity [33]. The initial stage is to compute the optimum conversion matric that resolves the given 

optimization issue: 

G = arg max trace (     ,K)  …………………………………….(i) 

Generally, the optimization issue not only addresses the problem of maximizing the between-class distance. The 

output can be achieved by decay with column turning. 

 

Classification using LDA Pseudo Code: 

Build  the matrices     and    

Follow the other stage of pre-LDA 

z    
  .q   //decrease among class scatter 

   P        //decrease within-class scatter 

Calculate the t as the eigenvectors {       
  of   

    
   related to eigenvalues arranged in 

non-decreasing order. 

G q w where w = [   ,     , ……   ] // optimum conversion 

     .B //decrease demonstration. 
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V. SIMULATION RESULT ANALYSIS 

This section deals with the research algorithm which is completed in the simulation MATLAB tool and 

description of the result and discussion done based on the development. The research work using the Graphical 
User Interface (GUI) project application is done using MATLAB UI toolbox which is one of the significant 

features of the HMI (Human Machine Interface). The Project application includes the knowledge domain i.e. 

Training and Testing phase which will be useful for the evaluation of the implementation of the sections 

separately.  In the DRIVE dataset, the pictures are captured from the screening of diabetic retinopathy. 

Generally, 40 pictures are acquired by the Canon CR5 that is a non-mydriatic camera along with the field of 

view(FOV) 40 degree through  bits per color plane and resolution of 768*584 pixels. It contains the two groups: 

the training set placing the 20 pictures each. The test set received 20 ground truth in manual way segmented by 

two specialists and training set consisting 20 ground truth that is manually differentiated by one specialists, and 

both are related to the FOV mask pictures. 

 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig 5 (a): Input Image and (b) Grayscale Image 

 

The above figure 5(a) defines the input appearance which is applied as original training samples. It 

adds several other input image samples that cover both the classify the categories such as (i) Normal and (ii) 

Deteriorated Image Samples on which is image normalization of the samples will take place and image pre-

processing phase is attained. The image normalization is a very important phase in the image pre-processing 

because the image as original image sample is the 3D color that requires the adaption to the grayscale so the 

matrix will be two dimensional (2D) and dimensionality will be mitigated without any loss of the image pixel 

quality. The adjustment of the color appearance into a grayscale is converting the RGB to grayscale which is 24 

bit to 8 bit. The significant feature to adapt the color-appearance in terms of image pre-processing research work 
is due to increases in the difficulty of the color image sample processing of the model. In this approach of 

opposing the color image sample, because the vital complexity of Grayscale level image is smaller than color 

images in the form of edges, outlines, size, shape, variance and consistency etc.  

 

 
Fig 6: Retina Image Contrast Enhancement 

 

Above fig 6 defines the improvement in the image contrast levels which is the main concept to get 

stabilization of the processing of the retina images. The research development is done by using AHE (Adaptive 

Histogram Equalization) which is re-cycled in various real-time presentations and supports us to attain a high 

rate of classification in the SA since it will give the perfect depiction of the difficulty of the long-suffering 

patient through which the patient’s expressions can be studied or detected. In the research method, the image 

contrast enhancement is the main part of any estimation of the image in the form of image quality and de-

gradation. Image contrast is created by the adjustment in luminance forwarded from two adjoining shells of the 

image. The research developments in the VS are not easily more than the whole luminance.  
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Fig 7: Feature Extraction using Scale Invariant Feature Transform 

 

Above fig 7 defines the extraction of the characteristics using the SIFT method. The mining of the 

features from the actual image includes the key-points with the diagramming of the image pixels in an effectual 
format to accomplish the feature vector which is utilized for the effective train procedure. The extraction of the 

properties is a very important procedure in performance calculation and classification of the Sentiments. If the 

extraction of the unique properties is not stable then the precise of the classification is not upto the mark which 

will degrade the performance of the system.  

 

 
Fig 8. Instance Selection based on optimization  

 
Fig8 defines the instance selection using optimization procedure which is also one of the main phases 

to getting the valuable feature set used for the classification. The optimized FV includes the reduction of 

dimensionality which will increase the execution speed and optimizes the complexity of the SA system. The 

dimension reduction is done using the MFOA optimization algorithm.  

 

 
 

 
Fig 9: Testing Phase (a) Test Input Sample (b) Gray Scale (c) Pre-processing 

 

Fig 9 defines the testing scenarios which are applied after the training procedure. The test section includes all 
those train processes which are applied for the test process on the original image as a test sample for the 

classification procedure. It defines the input image, image pre-processing, smoothing of retina images using 
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AHE. In this section, the instance selection is loaded which is completed in the training phase and classification 

are processes and then the result performance is calculated in the form of SENS, SPEC and AUC rate.  

 

Parameter Calculation and Comparative Analysis in Medical SA: 

This section includes the proposed system performance evaluation which is attained after the classification 

procedure. This system must have a higher accuracy rate, specification, and senstivity.  For precise classification 

and reduce the error rates.  

 
Fig 10: Classified Sentiment 

 

Fig. 10 defines the classified SA using the training procedure applied during the test phase which 

categories the opinion of Sentiments depends on the test input applied. The test input sample is sensed as a 

deteriorated illustration. In this approach, the performance evaluation of various test samplesis analyzed. The 
research work has applied a testing sample and shows that the research method is attaining high performance for 

the well-organized results for the classifications for minimum error rates. The accuracy rate is increased and the 

true positive rates are also increased which is having minimum false acceptance rate and rejection rates which 

shows that the research system outcomes are accurate with minimum classification error rates. 

 

Table 3.  Classification Results 
Tests S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 

Classified 

Results  

Deteriorated Deteriorated Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective 

 
Tests S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 

Classified 

Results  

Deteriorated Recovery Recovery Deteriorated Recovery 

 

Table 3 defines the several test cases applied using the research system and define the test results for the 

classification of the sentiments depends on the patient’s sample and training of the research system. 

 

Table 4: Classification Result Analysis  
Tests  S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 

Sensitivity 0.99333 0.99523 0.99206 0.98091 0.9990 0.9202 0.9481 0.9229 0.9001 0.9116 

Specificity 0.906 0.9120 0.9233 0.9316 0.9500 0.9610 0.9829 0.9921 0.9816 0.9760 

Accuracy 0.9064 0.93621 0.9499 0.9620 0.9769 0.9810 0.9046 0.9049 0.9910 0.9096 

Precision 0.995 0.991 0.989 0.983 0.993 0.992 0.994 0.981 0.985 0.992 

Recall 0.983 0.995 0.992 0.989 0.983 0.982 0.991 0.986 0.989 0.994 

 

The given table 4, computes the performance of the different test samples and the proposed algorithm 

demonstrated that the network is acquiring minimum classification fault rates that are desired output.The 

maximum classification values are achieved in terms of the high true positive(HTP) and high true 

negative(HTN) that provides detailed classification emotion and feeling for the patient to achieve its emotion 

based on the analysis of the present situation. 

 
Fig 11:  Medical SA Parameter: Sensitivity  
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Fig 12: Medical SA Parameter: Specificity  

 

 
Fig 13: Medical SA Parameter: Accuracy  

 

 
Fig 14: Medical SA Parameter: Precision 

 

 
Fig 15: Medical SA Parameter: Recall 
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The given figure 11,12, 13, 14, 15 demonstrated the planned performance analysis on different test 

samples and it demonstrated that the required outcome is received and sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, 
precision and recall value is improving for true positive rate and minimum classification error rates that 

demonstrated the proposed scheme is well suited to receive maximum accuracy in term of high classification 

rate. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

In conclusion, presented our research work in sentiment analysis is the need for any association to help 

individuals, that they may access data and authorizing them to give their views.With the advent of technology, 

this technology has initiatedutilizing social mass media, where problems highlighted can reach up to high 

consultants if it is noticed directly. It is feasible to negotiate social-media and content resources for searching for 

the problems. Sentiment analysis is automatic in this procedure. Patient or medical SA may help the healthcare 

presenters to receive a competitive boundary over the competition and enhance the application based on 
feedback delivered. This research work is mainly focused on the examination of sentiment analysis in medical 

images. Generally, the testing and the classification of the extracted features have been done using SIFT, LDA 

and MFOA techniques. Firstly, the SIFT technique is used for the extraction of the features forthe medical view. 

Medical images of the blood-retina vessels are received to survey and classify the sentiment algorithm. SIFT 

technique is used for the extraction of the feature vectors. Moreover, the immediate selections for the keyfeature 

of the test pictures areexamined through the MFOmethod. Using MFO, optimized data is placed in the dataset 

and after that deposited data is tested and classified. Moreover, the LDA approach is analyzed in blood-retina 

vessels for the classification of the sentiments. The experimental analysis is done using parameters named 

accuracy, specificity and sensitivity achieved upto 97-99%. 

In further work can deal with the design of a new optimization model to enhance the feature-sets of the 

Train and Test Phase.It cananalyze the automatic expressions for a drug mention social site posts and calculate 

the processing time. 
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